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Abstract: Kinematic numerators of Yang-Mills scattering amplitudes possess a rich
Lie algebraic structure that suggest the existence of a hidden infinite-dimensional kine-
matic algebra. Explicitly realizing such a kinematic algebra is a longstanding open
problem that only has had partial success for simple helicity sectors. In past work,
we introduced a framework using tensor currents and fusion rules to generate BCJ nu-
merators of a special subsector of NMHV amplitudes in Yang-Mills theory. Here we
enlarge the scope and explicitly realize a kinematic algebra for all NMHV amplitudes.
Master numerators are obtained directly from the algebraic rules and through commu-
tators and kinematic Jacobi identities other numerators can be generated. Inspecting
the output of the algebra, we conjecture a closed-form expression for the master BCJ
numerator up to any multiplicity. We also introduce a new method, based on group
algebra of the permutation group, to solve for the generalized gauge freedom of BCJ
numerators. It uses the recently introduced binary BCJ relations to provide a complete
set of NMHV kinematic numerators that consist of pure gauge.
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1 Introduction
Scattering amplitudes provide a rich source for better understanding of quantum field
theory and gravity by exposing hidden structures that are not visible in a conven-
tional Lagrangian approach. A structure that underlies many new insights is the Bern-
Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) duality between color and kinematics [1–3]. The duality
states that scattering amplitudes in many gauge theories may be organized through
cubic diagrams, where each diagram consists of a kinematic numerator and a corre-
sponding color factor that satisfy isomorphic Lie-algebraic relations. Since the color
factors inherit their properties from the Lie algebra of the gauge group, the duality
implies the existence of a hidden kinematic Lie algebra that builds up the kinematic
numerators in a similar fashion.
For gauge theories that have only massless adjoint fields, such as pure Yang-Mills
(YM) theory, color-kinematics duality at tree level can be equivalently phrased as
the existence of BCJ amplitude relations [1, 4–7]. Color-kinematics duality and BCJ
amplitude relations were first identified for pure YM theory [1] and related pure super-
symmetric theories [2, 4, 5, 8]. Many incarnations of the duality were later discovered
in a variety of gauge theories [9–22] as well as scalar effective field theories [23–30].
The duality has been generalized to loop-level amplitudes [2, 31–52] and form fac-
tors [53–56], and it appears to transpire to certain curved-space observables [57–65].
The existence of color-kinematics duality and BCJ relations in massless gauge theories
has been understood from a variety of different perspectives, including string theory,
scattering equations, and positive geometry [4, 5, 66–68].
A major insight from the color-kinematics duality is that gravitational amplitudes
have the same diagrammatic structure as gauge theory amplitudes, except that the color
factors are replaced by a second copy of kinematic numerators [1, 2]. This construction
of gravity amplitudes is known as the double copy [2]. It clarifies the existence of
a general connection between gauge and gravity theories, which first came to light
through the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relations [69] between open and closed strings.
The double copy provides an efficient tool for loop calculations in a large class of gravity
theories [40, 70–77]. Notable recent results using the double copy includes applications
to classical solutions [78–97], black-hole scattering and gravitational wave physics [98–
108].
In this paper we are interested in the mathematical consequences of color-kinematics
duality for pure YM theory. The duality-satisfying numerators, also known as BCJ
numerators, can by now be computed for pure YM theory in principle up to any mul-
tiplicity at tree level [7, 109–117]. However, the details of the underlying kinematic
Lie algebra are still understood only at a rudimentary level. General properties of it
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can be inferred from our knowledge of the BCJ numerators: the algebra should be
infinite dimensional, since the structure constants must be parametrized by continu-
ous momenta. It should not be invariant under gauge transformations since the BCJ
numerators transform non-trivially. Indeed, gauge transformations may play a cen-
tral role in the details of the algebra. The structure constants of the algebra should
be isomorphic to interaction terms in a cubic Lagrangian that give BCJ numerators
through its Feynman rules. However, there are many unknowns regarding the precise
formulation of the algebra. Some details have been exposed by explicit constructions
in simple helicity sectors.
The first explicit kinematic-algebra construction was formulated in the self-dual
sector of YM theory, by Monteiro and O’Connell [118]. They found an explicit generator
representation of the kinematic algebra in this sector, and recognized it as corresponding
to area-preserving diffeomorphisms. A plane wave factor and a derivative operator built
up a generator, and the commutator of two generators closed in the Lie algebra with
structure constants identified as interaction terms of self-dual YM. Thus the tree-level
Feynman diagrams mapped to a Lie bracket structure, explicitly manifesting color-
kinematics duality. While these diagrams provide a self-dual solution to the YM field
equations, taken on shell they give tree-level scattering amplitudes that vanish. Indeed,
only one-loop amplitudes are non-vanishing in self-dual YM theory [119] (see ref. [33]
for color-kinematics duality for these amplitudes). The maximally-helicity-violating
(MHV) sector of YM gives the simplest non-zero amplitudes in 4D, and while ref. [118]
considered it through a non-local gauge choice, a local kinematic algebra of the MHV
sector was unknown for quite some time.
A second example of an explicit construction of a kinematic algebra sub-sector is
by Cheung and Shen [24]. They realized a cubic Lagrangian for the SU(N) non-linear
sigma model, which directly gave tree-level Feynman rules that obey color-kinematics
duality. A curious feature of their construction was that they relied on vector fields
for describing a scalar field. Indeed, in later work it was made clear that this La-
grangian is a truncation of YM via dimensional reduction operations [120, 121]. And
in ref. [122] it was observed that the Cheung-Shen Lagrangian indirectly computes local
BCJ numerators for the MHV sector of YM theory.
It is convenient to promote the 4D concept of (Next-to)k-MHV sectors to general
spacetime dimension by recognizing that this grading of YM translates to independent
structures in a BCJ numerator [122]. By the MHV sector we mean the numerator terms
with the fewest εi·εj factors, which in YM implies the schematic form ∼ εi·εj
󰁔
εk·pl.
Such numerator terms are sufficient for computing MHV amplitudes in 4D [122]. It
turns out that the BCJ numerator built from these terms is unique at every multiplic-
ity [122]. The Cheung-Shen Lagrangian computes all these terms in the unique BCJ
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numerator, thus providing a local realization of the kinematic algebra for the MHV sec-
tor of YM. Curiously, a closely related kinematic algebra has recently been formulated
as a non-abelian generalization of the Navier-Stokes equation [123] (see also ref. [124]).
In earlier work, duality-satisfying effective Lagrangians were constructed using non-
local terms or auxiliary fields, which gave Feynman rules that computed BCJ numera-
tors up to five [8] and six points [125]. These constructions encountered a proliferation of
ambiguities related to the non-uniqueness of the BCJ numerators. We now understand
that these ambiguities start in the NMHV sector of the YM kinematic algebra [122],
and they are a reflection of the generalized gauge freedom of the BCJ numerators [1, 2],
which include the standard gauge freedom. Because of these difficulties, refined frame-
works are needed for getting the kinematic algebra under control.
A first attempt at formulating a NMHV-sector kinematic algebra, for D-dimensional
local numerators, was made in our earlier work [122]. The problem was distilled down
to a sub-sector of the NMHV numerators, made out of terms proportional to a fixed po-
larization product ε1·εn, which effectively meant studying two scalars interacting with
the YM field. This bi-scalar sector retains much of the NMHV sector details, and a
new framework based of tensor currents and fusion products realized the algebra in this
sector. Interestingly, the tensor currents both provided the algebra with generators of
enlarged Lorentz tensor structure, and encoded part of the generalized gauge freedom
in an enlightening way.
In the first part of this paper, we construct a realization of the kinematic algebra
for the complete NMHV sector of D-dimensional YM. We expand on the framework
of tensor currents and fusion products previously introduced [122]. It is convenient to
divide up the computational task into an algebraic construction of a pre-numerator,
and subsequently a BCJ numerator is obtained through a nested set of commutators
applied to the pre-numerator. This mimics the construction of color factors by ex-
pressing them as nested commutators of traces of the gauge group generators. In the
bi-scalar subsector, the nested commutator collapsed [122] into an ordered product of
generators which meant that the distinction between pre-numerator and numerator
was not necessary in that subsector. Compared to the previous work [122], we have a
larger set of tensor currents and somewhat more involved fusion products that defines
an algebraic structure in the NMHV sector. After constructing the algebra, we note
that the resulting pre-numerator admits an all-multiplicity closed formula. The master
numerators (the half-ladder diagram numerators) as well as all the other numerators,
are obtained through (2n−5)!! different nested commutators of the pre-numerator, and
enjoys a manifest Sn−1 crossing symmetry.
In the second part of the paper, we observe that the binary BCJ relations intro-
duced in ref. [122] endows the local BCJ numerators with a complete parametrization
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of the generalized gauge freedom for the NMHV sector. This is an important obser-
vation that we expect to have natural generalizations for higher NkMHV sectors, and
thus may enable a full control over the ambiguities in a local description of the kine-
matic algebra or equivalent Lagrangian descriptions. In the present context, we analyse
the generalized gauge freedom in great detail by prescribing how to fully classify the
polynomials that can appear. They are given by invariant functions under a specific
element of the group algebra over the permutation group. This element acts as a simple
projector on monomials, which reduces the problem of constructing pure-gauge BCJ
numerators to a computationally straightforward task. We explicitly count all the de-
grees of freedom that can appear in pure-gauge BCJ numerators up to seven points,
including the N2MHV sector.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the general setup that
is based on the analogous structures of matrix products between Lie algebra generators
and fusion products of vector and tensor currents. In section 3, we construct the fusion
products necessary for describing the NMHV sector pre-numerator. In section 4, we
present a closed formula for the pre-numerator as obtained from the algebraic construc-
tion. After completing the particular kinematic algebra, we switch gears and study the
more general problem of pure gauge freedom in the NMHV sector BCJ numerators. We
introduce essential mathematical background on group algebra in section 5. We then
show in section 6 that the NMHV sector pure gauge terms with Sn−2 crossing symmetry
can be classified by the kinematic polynomials that are invariant under certain group
algebra action. In section 7, we discuss the generalization of this construction to Sn−1
and Sn crossing symmetric pure gauge terms. Conclusion and outlook are in section 8.
2 Kinematic algebra from tensor currents
Here we review and extend some formal notations that were introduced in ref. [122].
We denote a generator of a putative algebra as JU , and consider products of two such
generators, JU 󰂏 JV , which we refer to as a fusion product. The fusion product takes
the form
JU 󰂏 JV =
󰁛
W
fWUV JW , (2.1)
where the f ’s are coefficients that encode the algebraic structure. The fusion product
is required to be linear in the first argument,
(c1JU + c2JV ) 󰂏 JW = c1(JU 󰂏 JW ) + c2(JV 󰂏 JW ) . (2.2)
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In principe, it should also be linear in the second argument, but it will not be necessary
for the purpose of this paper.
Let us refine the details of the generators, so that the algebraic framework can de-
scribe objects of a kinematic algebra for YM numerators. We upgrade the generators
to tensor (vector) currents JU → J (w)U (p) that are specified by three types of argu-
ments: (1) a Lorentz tensor structure U ; (2) momentum argument p; (3) additional
degeneracy index w to distinguish otherwise identical generators. The tensor structure
is constructed as a tensor product U = a1 ⊗ a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ar, where ai’s are polarization
vectors and momenta. We will refer to the number of vectors in U as the tensor rank
r, and a rank-one tensor current is thus a vector current. The coefficients in the fusion
product J (w)U (p) 󰂏 J
(w′)
V (p
′) should be polynomials of the Lorentz invariant products be-
tween the kinematic objects that appear in the arguments of the generators. However
for some tensor types we will need a slight generalization, which we will discuss later.
The language of currents is borrowed from the old topic of current algebras, but
unlike that context the fusion products we consider will be strictly local, since we are
interested in describing the kinematic algebra of local BCJ numerators, which have no
poles. In principle, it would be ideal to label the generators with only the kinematic
data of the external states of an amplitude, however, there is no guarantee that these
are one-to-one. As already observed in ref. [122], currents corresponding to internal
states of identical tensor and momentum structure may require additional labels for
the algebra to close. Thus an additional degeneracy index w is necessary to allow for a
richer set of potential fusion products. These considerations imply that we have to be
careful to distinguish the vector current associated with a (physical, on-shell) external
gluon from an internal vector current of a similar type. We denote the vector current
associated with a on-shell gluon as Jεi(pi), where εi and pi are the polarization vector
and on-shell momentum of the gluon, and the w index is omitted.
By analogy with the workings of a Lie algebra, we imagine that the generators of
the kinematic algebra transform in some particular representation that is appropriate
for spin-1/2 particles. This implies that we can try to realize an on-shell gluon as
a bilinear in the on-shell fermion wave function, as should be very familiar from the
spinor-helicity framework. However, we will only require that one gluon, corresponding
to leg n of an n-point amplitude, is obtained this way, whereas the other gluons i ∈
{1, . . . , n−1} are obtained by writing down the corresponding generators Jεi(pi). That
is, we formally split the polarization vector εn into a spinor un(pn) = |n〉 and a conjugate
spinor v̄q(q) = 〈q|, where the latter carries soft (reference) momentum q. Then we use
these spinors to sandwich the remaining n−1 generators that are fused according to an
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ordering that corresponds to a half-ladder (or multiperiferal) diagram:
color factor
nsoft q
n−1· · ·21 kinematic factor
(T a1T a2 · · ·T an−1)ı̄niq 〈q|Jε1 󰂏 Jε2 󰂏 · · · 󰂏 Jεn−1 |n〉
. (2.3)
This is analogous to how a color factor of n adjoint particles can be constructed using
the Lie algebra generators T ai , and where the color of leg n is only implicitly represented
through the bi-fundamental indices (̄ın, iq).1 Note that the kinematic factor in eq. (2.3)
cannot be directly calculated, as we will not give an explicit representation for the
generators. Instead, we need to use the algebraic properties of the fusion product to
reduce it down to simpler objects involving fewer generators.
By convention, we always evaluate a fusion product from left to right,
Jε1 󰂏 Jε2 󰂏 · · · 󰂏 Jεn−1 ≡ (· · · ((Jε1 󰂏 Jε2) 󰂏 Jε3) · · · ) 󰂏 Jεn−1 , (2.4)
as this will reduce the number of fusion product coefficients that we need to specify.
At every step we encounter a two-to-one map X 󰂏 Jεi → Y , where one generator is a
physical gluon current. Evaluating such fusion products recursively will simplify the
expression down to terms with a single current sandwiched between the spinors, which
we can identify with an external state corresponding to leg n.
The kinematic factor in eq. (2.3) is not yet the BCJ numerator of a pure YM
diagram, since pictorially it resembles more a diagram with a massless fermion. Indeed,
we will call the result of the above ordered fusion product the pre-numerator, denoted
by N ,




Kinematically one should consider the momentum q to be soft compared to pn, thus
we can identify pn+ q ≈ pn, but q will provide a reference direction for the polarization
vector εn = εn(pn, q). Note that we do not aim at identifying the pre-numerator with
a fermion diagram in full detail, the figure in eq. (2.3) only serves as a motivation for
understanding the general properties of the pre-numerator.
Following the computational steps outlined, the pre-numerator becomes a linear
superposition of individual vector and tensor currents sandwiched between the two
spinors. To identify such objects with external states in the final step, we make the
choice to not distinguish between currents of different w when they are sandwiched
1To obtain a physical state one needs to project the bi-fundamental (̄ın, iq) onto the adjoint repre-
sentation, and likewise project the kinematical bi-spinor 〈q| · · · |n〉 onto a gluon state.
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between two spinors, hence we drop this index. Then, for a vector current Ja, it is
natural to evaluate it as
〈q|Ja|n〉
󰀏󰀏
q soft = v̄qγµuna
µ
󰀏󰀏
q soft ≡ a·εn , (2.6)




= (v̄qγµ1 . . . γµrun)a
µ1






This object is natural. If we antisymmetrize the Lorentz indices, then the object
(v̄qγ[µ1 . . . γµr]un)
󰀏󰀏
q soft
is just the on-shell polarization tensor of an r-form field. It is
automatically transverse to both pn and q hence it encodes the tensor structure of the
SO(D − 2) little group.
For completeness, we may consider an analogous decomposition of the color factor
in eq. (2.3) into representations of the Lie algbra, but we are primarily interested in
the adjoint representation. This is obtained through the projection




= tr(T a1T a2 · · ·T an) , (2.8)
which gives a standard trace factor. Thus, by analogy, one may be tempted to think of
the pre-numerator as a kinematic analog of the trace of n generators. However, a slight
obstruction is that the cyclic symmetry of the pre-numerator is not guaranteed, and we
will not assume it in general, thus we keep leg n in a fixed position in N (1, 2, . . . , n).
See ref. [126], where an alternative interpretation of kinematic traces were given.
Next, we use the analogy between C(1, 2, . . . , n) and N (1, 2, . . . , n) to realize the
color-kinematics duality of pure YM theory. As is by now well known [1], one can write







where CΓ, NΓ and 1/DΓ are respectively the color factor, kinematic numerator factor
and propagator factor of the graph Γ. Throughout this paper we set gauge coupling
constants, and other overall numerical factors in the amplitude, to unity.
It is convenient to represent an n-point cubic graph Γ as a nested commutator of the
elements 1, . . . , n−1, where the number of commutators used is n−2. For example, it
can be recursively constructed starting from the seed [1, 2] and then, for i = 3, . . . , n−1,
substitute any Lie-valued object (particle label or commutator) using the rule ∗ → [∗, i].
Consider the next step, there are three Lie-valued objects in [1, 2], namely {1, 2, [1, 2]}.
Applying rule for i = 3 then gives: {[[1, 3], 2], [1, [2, 3]], [[1, 2], 3]}. At multiplicity n,
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one can count that there are 1× 3× 5× . . .× (2n− 5) = (2n− 5)!! nested commutator
expressions generated by this rule, precisely matching the number of cubic graphs. Note
that the nested commutator representation has the feature that leg 1 always appears
in the first position, legs 2 . . . , n−1 can appear in any order, whereas leg n does not
appear at all. For a graph Γ, we identify its nested commutator representation with
the graph itself; e.g. Γ = [. . . [[[1, 2], 3], 4], . . . , n−1].
We can use this notation to define the inverse propagator factor more precisely.
We have DΓ =
󰁔
γ∈Γ sγ, where γ is a nested commutator subgraph of Γ containing at
least two particle labels, and sγ =
󰁓
i,j∈γ pi·pj gives the invariant momentum square of
this subgraph. Similarly, using the color traces C(1, 2, . . . , n) defined in eq. (2.8) one
can define the color factor of a cubic graph as CΓ,
CΓ = C(Γ, n) . (2.10)
where the commutators are expanded according to the natural rule C(. . . [A,B] . . . , n) =
C(. . . A,B . . . , n) − C(. . . B,A . . . , n). As a consequence of this commutator rule, the
color factors will satisfy Jacobi identities. For example, at n=4 the color factor for the











[[1, 2], 3], 4
󰀄
= C(1, 2, 3, 4)− C(2, 1, 3, 4)− C(3, 1, 2, 4) + C(3, 2, 1, 4)
= fa1a2bf ba3a4 . (2.11)
Similarly for the other two channels, we have
Ct = C
󰀃
[1, [2, 3]], 4
󰀄
= C(1, 2, 3, 4)− C(1, 3, 2, 4)− C(2, 3, 1, 4) + C(3, 2, 1, 4) ,
Cu = C
󰀃
[[1, 3], 2], 4
󰀄
= C(1, 3, 2, 4)− C(3, 1, 2, 4)− C(2, 1, 3, 4) + C(2, 3, 1, 4) , (2.12)
and the Jacobi identity Cs − Cu = Ct is automatic.
Analogously, the color-kinematics duality will be manifest by construction if the
numerators are obtained from the pre-numerators through the same nested commutator
expression,
NΓ = N (Γ, n) . (2.13)
Of particular importance are the numerators of half-ladder diagrams with leg 1 and
n fixed, which are obtained through the left-nested commutators













The relabelings of this half-ladder (or master) numerator, N(1, σ2, σ3, · · · , σn−1, n),
form a (n−2)! basis under Jacobi identities, also known as the Del-Duca-Dixon-Maltoni
(DDM) basis [127]. Therefore, the half-ladder numerator N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n), as well
as the pre-numerator N (1, 2, . . . , n−1, n), are the central objects that we study in this
paper. Other BCJ numerators can be inferred by Jacobi relations and permutations.
Consider the same examples as for the color factors at multiplicity n=4. The DDM
basis is given by the s- and u-channel numerators,
Ns = N(1, 2, 3, 4) = N
󰀃
[[1, 2], 3], 4
󰀄
= N (1, 2, 3, 4)−N (2, 1, 3, 4)−N (3, 1, 2, 4) +N (3, 2, 1, 4) ,
Nu = N(1, 3, 2, 4) = N
󰀃
[[1, 3], 2], 4
󰀄
= N (1, 3, 2, 4)−N (3, 1, 2, 4)−N (2, 1, 3, 4) +N (2, 3, 1, 4) . (2.15)
The t-channel numerator is not a basis element, it is written as Nt = N
󰀃
[1, [2, 3]], 4
󰀄
,
which automatically implies the kinematic Jacobi identity Ns −Nu = Nt.
Using the BCJ numerators and color factors in the DDM basis, we can re-write the









C(1, σ2, · · · , σn−1, n)m(σ|ρ)N(1, ρ2 · · · , ρn−1, n) , (2.16)
where the (n−2)!-by-(n−2)! matrix m(σ|ρ) is built out of linear combinations of the
scalar-type propagators 1/DΓ, as given by the decomposition of the BCJ numerators
and color factors into the DDM basis. It goes by many names in the literature, it
is called the “propagator matrix” [128], the “inverse of the KLT kernel” [69, 129], or
the “bi-adjoint scalar amplitude” [129]. It may also be identified as the double-partial
amplitudes of “dual-scalar theory” [8, 130], “color-scalar theory” [131] or “scalar φ3
theory” [14, 132].
The color-ordered partial amplitudes follow from eq. (2.16) as the kinematic factor
multiplying each independent color factor, which gives a (non-invertible) map between
BCJ numerators and partial amplitudes
A(1, σ, n) =
󰁛
ρ∈Sn−2
m(σ|ρ)N(1, ρ, n) . (2.17)
The propagator matrix is not invertible for on-shell momenta and hence it has a kernel
(or null space). This implies that one can find contributions to BCJ numerators that
live in this kernel, and do not feed into the partial amplitudes. Hence, BCJ numerators
are in general not unique. The ambiguity is called generalized gauge freedom [1, 2] and it
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corresponds to shifting the existing numerators by what we call pure gauge numerators
N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) ∼ N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) +Ngauge(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) , (2.18)
where the pure gauge numerators are annihilated by the propagator matrix,
󰁛
ρ∈Sn−2
m(σ|ρ)Ngauge(1, ρ, n) = 0 . (2.19)
The generalized gauge freedom subsume the standard gauge freedom for vector fields,
and it generalizes it to also include any other operations, such as field redefinitions,
that changes the cubic diagram numerators but leaves the amplitude invariant.
Finally, we note that the BCJ numerators constructed from pre-numerators will
automatically satisfy crossing symmetry relations in the legs 1, . . . , n−1, because these
legs are on equal footing in the pre-numerator, meaning that any permutations of them
are allowed to appear. We will refer to this property as exhibiting (manifest) Sn−1 cross-
ing symmetry, and we note that this symmetry is larger than what is naively obtained
from a standard DDM basis of numerators, which naturally admits a manifest Sn−2
crossing symmetry. See, e.g., ref. [116] for an all-multiplicity form of BCJ numerators
for YM that exhibit Sn−2 crossing symmetry.
3 Fusion product of currents in the NMHV sector
In this section, we explicitly construct the fusion product rules which are used to
compute the duality-satisfying kinematic numerators up to the quadratic order in εi·εj
factors. Before we get into the details, let us briefly clarify the decomposition of the
kinematic numerator into different sectors based on the structure of the variables that
it contains.
As previously mentioned, we consider only local kinematic numerators which are
polynomials of Lorentz products of momenta and polarization vectors. We classify
the terms in the numerators according to the number of εi·εj factors, which we call
polarization power. Terms of different polarization power splits into independent sectors
in the BCJ numerator; that is, the sectors do not mix under: permutations of labels,
momentum identities, or Jacobi identities. Since these sectors are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the 4D helicity sectors, denoted by NkMHV, via the gauge choices
for the polarization vectors explained in ref. [122], we will often use the 4D language
when referring to these sectors.
In this paper, we will mostly focus our attention to terms of polarization power two
(NMHV), as terms of polarization power one (MHV) are already uniquely known [122],
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and terms of polarization power k+1 (NkMHV) are beyond our scope. Schematically,
the two simplest sectors look as
polarization power one: (εi·εj)
󰁔
(εk·pl) → MHV sector
polarization power two: (εi1 ·εj1)(εi2 ·εj2)(pi3 ·pj3)
󰁔
(εk·pl) → NMHV sector .
(3.1)
Recall that the mass dimension of kinematic numerators in YM must be n−2. Thus the
requirement of locality induces a correspondence between the number of εi·εj factors
and pi·pj factors. The polarization power one terms contain no pi·pj factors whereas
those of polarization power two are linear in the Mandelstam variables. This explains
why BCJ numerators of polarization power two are not unique, since the pi·pj factors
may conspire with the propagator denominators and produce a contact interaction,
which cannot be uniquely attributed to a cubic diagram.
3.1 Currents in NMHV kinematic algebra
Ref. [122] introduced the fusion products necessary to compute the kinematic numera-
tors in the so-called bi-scalar sector of YM, in which the terms have polarization power
up to two, and a common fixed factor ε1·εn. In order to generalize to the full NMHV
sector, we need additional fusion rules that compute the εn·pi and εi·εn terms. As we
restrict our discussion to terms of polarization power one and two, we only need to
consider currents whose tensor ranks are at most three. A consideration based on mass
dimension of the tensor currents indicates that we can have at most two momenta in
the tensor labels [122]. In hindsight, we claim that the relevant tensor currents in the
NMHV sector are as follows,
Jεi(p) , Jpi(p) , Jεi⊗εj⊗εk(p) , Jpi⊗εj⊗εk(p) ,
Jεi⊗εj⊗p(p) , Jpi⊗εj⊗p(p) . (3.2)
where we use p without subscript to denote the momentum carried by the tensor.
When computing the ordered fusion products in the pre-numerator (2.5), we only need
those tensors with i<j<k. The tensor currents also depend on the momentum of the
polarization vectors in the tensor label. The superscripts that label the vector and
tensor types are suppressed in eq. (3.1), which will be later worked out based on their
behavior in fusion products. The current Jεi⊗εj⊗p(p) and Jpi⊗εj⊗p(p), where the last
tensor label agrees with its momentum, will play a special role and provide a simple
realization of the fusion products.
In the on-shell limit, we impose a Clifford-algebra like relation among tensors,
Jai⊗aj⊗ak + Jai⊗ak⊗aj = 2aj·akJai . (3.3)
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Note that the on-shell representations of vectors and tensors are agnostic to types. One
can use it to put tensor currents into a minimal basis. Different basis choices may lead
to different vector currents. As we will see later, on-shell vector currents correspond
to the kinematic numerators, while the difference caused by the tensor basis choice is
just part of the generalized gauge freedom. This is our motivation of introducing the
relation (3.3) to the tensors.
3.2 Method to determine the fusion product
Here we try to construct the fusion products through an ansatz approach. More pre-
cisely, we make an ansatz for every fusion product that contributes to eq. (2.5). We then
use eq. (2.13) to convert the resultant pre-numerators into the kinematic numerator as-
sociated with a graph Γ. The ansatz can be solved by matching with the amplitude on
the support of maximal factorization, namely, all the propagators of Γ are on-shell,




= ResΓAn , (3.4)
where An is the full color-dressed amplitude and ResΓAn is the residue when all the
propagators of the graph Γ are taken on-shell. We note that eq. (3.4) is a necessary
condition and sufficient only up to polarization power two. For higher polarization
powers, we need to consider such conditions for non-maximal factorization channels
due to higher powers of Mandelstam variables.
In practice, we impose additional constraints on the fusion products to reduce the
number of free parameters and simplify the solution. First, we require that the fusion
products relevant to eq. (2.5) do not reduce the tensor rank. Since only vectors and
rank-three tensors are present in the NMHV sector, this means that the fusion between
two vectors can lead to both vectors and rank-three tensors, while the fusion between
a rank-three tensor and a vector can only give rank-three tensors. Then following a
similar consideration in [122], we fix one particular fusion product as











pi⊗εj⊗εk(p+ pk) , (3.5)
We also assume that there is only one type of the tensor Jεi⊗εj⊗p and Jpi⊗εj⊗p so that we
drop the superscript. Since this is the first time that the tensor Jεi⊗εj⊗εk and Jpi⊗εj⊗εk
appear, we can freely assign a type label to them, as have been done above. For other
currents, the tensor type is determined in an iterative way. At a given multiplicity n,
suppose we have two currents J (w1)U and J
(w2)
U in the output of Jε1 󰂏Jε2 󰂏 · · · 󰂏Jεn−2 that
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have identical tensor labels, we say they are of the same type, namely, w1=w2, if their
fusion products with Jεn−1(pn−1) are identical when evaluated on-shell,
〈q|J (w1)U 󰂏 Jεn−1(pn−1)|n〉
󰀏󰀏󰀏
q soft




In other words, we ignore the possibility that the fusion products above may differ
off-shell. Such difference includes, for example, some tensors in the results are of
different types, and thus have different fusion products at higher multiplicity. Under
this simplification, new types of currents only appear in the last stage of the consecutive
fusion products of eq. (2.5) at each multiplicity. This choice keeps the number of current
types minimal and reduces the complexity of our ansatz to a manageable level.
3.3 Constructing NMHV kinematic algebra
Now we start to construct the fusion products relevant for the pre-numerator (2.5).
The first type of currents we encounter is Jεi(pi), which corresponds to the on-shell
particle i. As already discussed in section 2, we omit the type label for these special
currents. The fusion products that will appear in the process (2.5) are of the form
J (w)ai (p) 󰂏 Jεi(pi) , J
(w)
ai⊗ak⊗al(p) 󰂏 Jεi(pi) , (3.7)
where the subscripts ai follow those in eq. (3.1), and we will further determine the
tensor type w. At three points, we encounter only one fusion product, and we make
the following ansatz for it,
Jε1(p1) 󰂏 Jε2(p2) = ε2·p1Jε1(p12) + x1ε1·p2J (w0)ε2 (p12)




where p12=p1+p2. It is an extension of the one in the bi-scalar sector [122]. As we
have preluded in eq. (3.5), we only use one type of the tensor Jε1⊗ε2⊗p12 such that we
drop its type label. We expect that the Jε1(p12) on the right hand side of eq. (3.8) is
of the same type as the Jεi ’s on the left hand side, as inferred from the bi-scalar sector
algebra [122]. On the other hand, J (1)p2 (p12) is the first current of this type that appears
in the algebra so that we can freely assign its type. Thus J (w0)ε2 (p12) is the only current
with undetermined type. The three-point numerator is then computed by
N ([1, 2], 3) = N (1, 2, 3)−N (2, 1, 3) = 〈q|Jε1(p1) 󰂏 Jε2(p2)|3〉
󰀏󰀏󰀏
q soft
− (1 ↔ 2) , (3.9)
where the vector and tensor currents are evaluated according to eq. (2.6) and (2.7). In




= v̄q/ε1/ε2/p12u3 = −v̄q/ε1/ε2/p3u3 = 0 . (3.10)
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At three points, the numerator (3.9) should match directly with the amplitude
A3 = fa1a2a3(ε2·p1ε1·ε3 − ε1·p2ε2·ε3 + ε1·ε2p2·ε3) , (3.11)
which gives x1 = 0 and x2 = 12 while x0 remains free. Thus J
(w0)
ε2 drops out so that we
do not need to fix the type.
At four points, the s channel numerator is given by
N ([[1, 2], 3], 4) = N (1, 2, 3, 4)−N (2, 1, 3, 4)−N (3, 1, 2, 4) +N (3, 2, 1, 4) . (3.12)
We compute N (1, 2, 3, 4) = 〈q|Jε1 󰂏 Jε2 󰂏 Jε3 |4〉
󰀏󰀏
q soft
from the algebra and obtain the
other three by permuting indices. While Jε1 󰂏 Jε2 is known from eq. (3.8), we just need
to compute the fusion with Jε3 from the right. This leaves us to determine2
vector-vector fusion: Jε1(p12) 󰂏 Jε3(p3) , J
(1)
p2
(p12) 󰂏 Jε3(p3) ,
tensor-vector fusion: Jε1⊗ε2⊗p12(p12) 󰂏 Jε3(p3) = s12J
(1)
ε1⊗ε2⊗ε3(p123) , (3.13)
where p123=p1+p2+p3. The tensor-vector fusion here follows immediately our assump-
tion (3.5). We can write down the result of Jε1(p12) 󰂏 Jε3(p3) by simply assuming that
eq. (3.8) still holds when the momentum of Jε1 is off-shell. Thus we only need to make
an ansatz for the last vector-vector fusion,






(p123) + x5ε3·p2J (w3)p3 (p123)
+ x6Jp2⊗ε3⊗p123(p123) . (3.14)
To solve the unknowns, we evaluate eq. (3.12) in the limit s12 → 0 and then equate it
to the residue of the four-point amplitude on the s12 pole, following eq. (3.4). After a
proper rearrangement using the relation (3.3), the only tensor that appears in eq. (3.12)
in the on-shell limit is Jε1⊗ε2⊗ε3 , which then drops out when s12 → 0 since it is multiplied
by s12. It can be verified that this tensor term is in the kernel of the propagator matrix.
This will be the case for all tensor terms at higher multiplicities as well, although the
maximal factorization condition does not seem to directly imply this property. More
details will be discussed later in the paper. The s12 factorization channel constraint
gives
x3 = 1, x4 = x0 − 1, x5 = 1 , (3.15)
while x6 remains undetermined. We cannot determine the superscript w1,2,3 at four
points, since in the on-shell limit these vector currents are indistinguishable. Instead,
2We use the somewhat unusual convention: sij = pi·pj and sij...k = 12 (pi+pj+ . . .+pk)
2.
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they will be retrospectively determined at five points according to their fusion products
with Jε4(p4). Here x0 is still a free parameter, and it will remain free even at higher
multiplicities. In the following, we choose x0 = 14 . This choice keeps the fusion products
and the form of pre-numerator the simplest. We will leave the more general expressions
with a free x0 to appendix B.





Jε1⊗ε2⊗ε3 with Jε4 , and solve them by imposing the “maximal factorization” condi-
tion (3.4). This gives x6 = −14 and fixes the tensor type
J (w1)p2 = J
(1)
p2
, J (w3)p3 = J
(1)
p3




along with solutions to new parameters introduced at five points. Here the identification
is made under the assumption of eq. (3.6). We iterate this process at each multiplicity
and observe the closure of the algebra at seven points. That is, assuming no new
currents are generated, we verify that the set of fusion products determined up to
seven points computes the correct numerator at higher multiplicities. We have checked
explicitly that the algebra gives the correct amplitude at eight points up to polarization
power two terms. At nine points, we have checked that the BCJ numerators generate
the correct maximal factorization for each cubic graph.
To summarize, there are in all 13 relevant vector and tensor currents,
vector: Jεi , J
(2)
εi
, J (1)pi , J
(2)
pi







pi⊗εj⊗εk , . . . , J
(5)
εi⊗εj⊗εk . (3.17)
The fusion products involving vector currents are







J (1)pi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(1)
pi










J (2)εi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
εi




J (2)pi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
pi
(p+pj) + εj·piJ (2)pj (p+pj). (3.18)
The fusion rules involving Jεi⊗εj⊗p and Jpi⊗εj⊗p are assumed as in eq. (3.5),













The fusion rules involving J (1)εi⊗εi1⊗εi2 and J
(1)
pi⊗εi1⊗εi2





(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
a⊗εi1⊗εi2















where the a = εi or pi. There are new types of tensors generated on the right hand
side. The tensor J (2)εi⊗εj⊗εk and J
(2)




(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
a⊗εi1⊗εi2








where the a = εi or pi. The fusion rule for J
(3)
pr⊗εi1⊗εi2




(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(5)
pr⊗εi1⊗εi2












(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(4)
pr⊗εi1⊗εi2
(p+pj) + εj·prJ (4)pj⊗εi1⊗εi2 (p+pj) . (3.23)




(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(5)
pr⊗εi1⊗εi2





which closes our algebra for the NMHV sector pre-numerators.
4 BCJ numerators from the fusion product
The final result for the NMHV sector algebra contains vector currents Jai and rank-
three tensor currents Jai1⊗ai2⊗ai2 , where ai’s are momenta or polarization vectors. Al-
though we have different types of vector and tensor currents participating in the fusion
products, we consider their on-shell representations to only depend on their Lorentz
structure. Thus we evaluate them in the on-shell limit as eq. (2.6) for vectors and













≡ εn(a1, a2, a3) . (4.1)
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The tensor εn(a1, a2, a3) satisfies
εn(a1, a2, a3) + εn(a2, a1, a3) = 2a1·a2 a3·εn ,
εn(a1, a2, a3) + εn(a1, a3, a2) = 2a2·a3 a1·εn , (4.2)
which is the on-shell version of the Clifford algebra relation (3.3). We can use these
relations to bring tensors into an irreducible basis. Once in this irreducible basis, they
must reside in the null space of the propagator matrix since they are not physical states
of YM, and thus they can be removed by hand. However, even if the tensors are not in
an irreducible basis, their contribution must cancel out of the amplitude through the
propagator matrix. This implies that there are certain vector contributions that live
in the null space of the propagator matrix, and they can be exposed by changing the
tensor basis. Therefore, as shown in ref. [122], the basis choice encodes a certain subset
of the generalized gauge freedom for numerators of physical gluon amplitudes.
We will now study the output of the kinematic algebra constructed in the previous
section. Remarkably, the fusion products that we found lead to a closed all-multiplicity
formula for the NMHV pre-numerators,










(1 +Qn)N (2)T +N
(2)
V , (4.3)
where N (1)V and N
(2)
T are given by



















× (ε·X)i,i+1,i+2...,ℓ−1[...[[i+2,i+3],i+4]...,ℓ+1]εn(ε1, εℓ, εm) .
Here Xj =
󰁓j−1
i=1 pi denotes the region momentum [133–135], and we define






i+4] . . . X
λ
...ℓ+1], (4.5)
where the indices of X are in the left-nested commutator. For example, the following
term appears at n=7 and beyond,
(ε·X)2,3,4[[4,5],6] = ε2·X4ε3·X5ε4·X6 − ε2·X5ε3·X4ε4·X6
− ε2·X6ε3·X4ε4·X5 + ε2·X6ε3·X5ε4·X4 . (4.6)
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We note that when ℓ=i the commutator does not exist and we set it to unity. When
ℓ=i+1, it simply becomes εi·Xi+2. The superscripts in NV and NT denote the polar-
ization power. We note that N (1)V and N
(2)
T are exactly the vector and tensor part of
the bi-scalar-YM sector numerators obtained in a previous work [122], whereas the no-
tations therein are slightly different. The connection between the pre-numerator here
and the bi-scalar sector numerator in [122] will be discussed in appendix B. Next, Qn
is a differential operator,





























T does not change































We first introduce (Gij)µν = εi,µpi,ν + εi·Xj ηµν and Gi ≡ Gii. Then in the second line
of eq. (4.9), we have the shorthand notation
Gi,...,k = Gi·Gi+1 · · ·Gk−1·Gk , (4.10)
and a hatted index should be skipped in this product. We also have
Gi,...,ℓ−1[...[i+2,i+3],...,ℓ+1] = G
i
[...[i+2·Gi+1i+3] · · ·G
ℓ−1
ℓ+1] . (4.11)
The subscripts of G are in the same left-nested commutator as in eq. (4.5). Finally, N (2)V
contains additional polarization power two terms that are generated from the fusion
products of the vector currents,






















where G̃i,...,k = G̃i·G̃i+1 · · · G̃k−1·G̃k and (G̃i)µν = −pi,µεi,ν + εi·Xi ηµν . Note that we
only need to keep the polarization power two terms in the above equation.
As discussed in section 2, the BCJ numerators obtained from the pre-numerators
satisfy the Sn−1 crossing symmetry. At this point, the numerators still contain on-shell
tensors, and the crossing symmetry is realized even with these extra contributions. To
obtain the conventional on-shell numerators, we need to expand the tensors in a minimal
basis and then remove them using BCJ amplitude relations. This process will contribute
additional terms due to the relation (4.2). Such contributions resulted from the tensor
basis choice are part of the generalized gauge freedom [122]. More specifically, the
tensors will be removed by the (generalized) binary BCJ relations [122]. Certain basis
choices can retain the crossing symmetry in the conventional on-shell numerators. One
particularly convenient choice is to antisymmetrize the labels of polarization vectors in
the on-shell tensor (4.1). We will discuss pure gauge terms in more details in section 6.
We have checked up to eight points that the tensors are indeed in the null space of
the propagator matrix when put into a basis. We have also checked that the resulting
amplitude is gauge invariant through the NMHV sector. Namely, after the replace-
ment εi → pi, the polarization power zero and one terms are in the null space of the
propagator matrix. Finally, we present the explicit pre-numerators up to five points,
N (1, 2, 3, 4) = 1
2
󰀓




s12ε4(ε1, ε2, ε3) (4.13)



















































= ε1·ε2ε5(p2, ε3, ε4) + ε2·X4ε5(ε1, ε3, ε4) . (4.15)
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5 Group algebra actions for numerators
In this section, we briefly review the mathematical topic called group algebra (or group
ring), which provides a convenient formal language for operating on numerators and
polynomial building blocks for kinematics. As we will see in the next section, this
language provides an essential tool for studying generalized gauge freedom in local
BCJ numerators.
A group algebra Z[S] (see e.g. refs. [136]) is defined over a commutative ring Z and
a group S with two binary operations (addition and multiplication). In a representation





where a(σ) ∈ Z and Pσ is the action of the group element σ. The identity I of the group
S is also the identity of the group algebra Z[S]. The sum and product are inherited













The multiplication is associative and distributive over the sum. The multiplication by
a scalar c ∈ Z can be defined as cV ≡
󰁓
σ∈S(ca
(σ))Pσ and thus is compatible with
the multiplication (5.2b). If there exist two nonzero elements V,U ∈ Z[S] such that
VU = 0, then V is a left zero divisor of U (and U is a right zero divisor of V). We will
focus on the cases that S is a permutation group and Z the integer ring. The action
of a permutation group element σ ∈ Sn on a function f = f(1, 2, 3, . . . , n) is defined as
Pσ ◦ f(1, 2, 3, · · · , n) = f(σ1, σ2, σ3, · · · , σn) , (5.3)
and products of functions obey Pσ ◦ (fg) = (Pσ ◦ f)(Pσ ◦ g).
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We now give some group algebra elements that will be useful for later discussions.
First, due to the crossing symmetry, we can obtain the generic DDM basis numerator
N(1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n) by the action of Pβ,
N(1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n) = Pβ ◦N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) , β ∈ Sn−2 . (5.4)
Next, nested commutators can be generated by the action of3











Indeed, one can check with explicit computations that
L(i1, i2, . . . , im) ◦ f(i1, i2, . . . , im) = f([. . . [[i1, i2], i3] . . . , im]) (5.6)
= f(i1, i2, i3 · · · , im)− f(i2, i1, i3 · · · , im)
− f(i3, i1, i2 · · · , im) + f(i3, i2, i1 · · · , im) + · · · .
Therefore, we can use it to construct BCJ numerators from pre-numerators,
N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) = L(1, 2 . . . , n− 1) ◦N (1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) . (5.7)
We note that the operator 1
m









L(i1, i2, · · · , im) , (5.8)
which implies that it is a projector. It is also known as a Lie idempotent in the topic





L(i1, . . . , im)
󰀘




L(i1, . . . , im)
󰀘
= 0 . (5.9)
From this orthogonality, it is clear that the operator I − 1
m
L(i1, . . . , im) generates the
principal ideals of both the left and right zero divisors of L(i1, . . . , im). And, conversely,
L(i1, . . . , im) generates both the left and right zero divisors of I− 1mL(i1, . . . , im).
Another interesting group algebra element is











3We use the cycle decomposition for the permutations appearing in the group action. For example,
the cycle (a1a2 . . . am) corresponds to the permutation a1 → a2, a2 → a3, . . . , am → a1.
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which can be used to generate the so-called binary BCJ relations [122]. These BCJ
amplitude relations are equivalent to other versions of the BCJ relations, but they are
nicely organized into 2m terms, as is clear from the iterated product of two “binary”
terms. In ref. [122], the binary BCJ relation was expressed as the following sum













pσk is the region momenta. The “∼= 0” means that the expression
should be equal to zero for physical amplitudes evaluated for on-shell kinematics. Here
we only care about the abstract functional form and hence “BCJ relation” is used to
denote a polynomial in kinematic variables and A(1, σ, n). We mostly drop the “∼= 0”
in the remainder of the paper. Using the group algebra the above binary BCJ relation
can be simplified to




pi·Xi(σ)A(1, σ, n) . (5.12)
Relations with more general arguments can be obtained by acting by an arbitrary
permutation β ∈ Sn−2 onto the above relation,
B[βi,...,βn−1](1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n) = Pβ ◦ B[i,...,n−1](1, 2, . . . , n) . (5.13)
In appendix A, we will give an independent basis for the binary BCJ relations over local
coefficients that are linear in sij. Binary BCJ relations are important for parametrizing
all the local pure gauge freedom in the BCJ numerators of the NMHV sector, as we
will get to shortly.
We can expand the product in B(i1, i2, . . . , im) and arrive at a form that follows
the definition (5.1),






Interestingly, the operator L(i1, i2, . . . , im) has an identical expansion after making the
replacement Pρ → Pρ−1 in the above equation,







Here, ρ−1 is the inverse of ρ such that ρ−1i = a if ρa = i. For convenience, we abbreviate
the two equations as
B(i1, i2, . . . , im) =
󰁛
σ∈K[i1,...,im]




where K[i1, . . . , im] is the set of relevant permutations and µ(σ) = ±1 is the coefficient
associated to each permutation. As we will see later, the connection between B and L
is the key to understand the pure gauge terms in a BCJ numerator.
Generic numerators consist of a linear combination of kinematic monomials m,
defined as a product of ε·ε, ε·p and p·p. In addition, our algebraic construction detailed
in section 3 also gives tensors in the numerators. Without losing generality, we use
tensors in the basis that the p labels and ε labels are antisymmetrized respectively,
ε̂n(pi1 , . . ., pik , εjk+1 , . . ., εj2m+1) ≡ εn(p[i1 , . . ., pik], ε[jk+1 , . . ., εj2m+1]) (5.17)
as additional building blocks of the kinematic monomials. For example, in the NMHV
sector we have ε̂n(pi1 , εi2 , εi3) and ε̂n(εi1 , εi2 , εi3).
We classify monomials by the orbit of the Sn−2 group action. Two monomials
belong to the same monomial equivalence class (MEC) if they are related by an Sn−2
permutation.4 Therefore, each MEC forms a representation space of the permutation
groups. For example, the following two monomials belong to the same MEC,
p3·p7ε3·ε4ε5·p4ε̂8(ε1, ε6, ε7) and p6·p7ε6·ε4ε5·p4ε̂8(ε1, ε3, ε7) , (5.18)
since they are related by the permutation 3 ↔ 6.
More specifically, we now consider the independent building blocks for the kine-
matic monomials in Sn−2 crossing symmetric numerators. It is obvious that all the
εi·εj are independent as there are no relations among them. As to εi·pj, momentum
conservation and transversality together allow us to take εi·pj with j ∕= i and n as inde-
pendent variables. For εn·pj, we instead require 2󰃑j󰃑n− 1 to accommodate the Sn−2
crossing symmetry. We choose those Mandelstam variables pi·pj that do not contain
leg pn as independent variables. This leaves us with (n−1)(n−2)2 Mandelstam variables.




minimal basis does not respect the Sn−2 crossing symmetry. Finally, we simply require
that pn does not appear in the arguments of the tensor ε̂n.
Numerators are just polynomials composed of a linear combination of the kinematic
monomials. Then, in general, we can expand the numerators as







C Pσ ◦mC . (5.19)
4MECs can be classified by the topologies of certain diagrams, a terminology used in ref. [122].
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Here mC is a representative monomial of the MEC C, and the group algebra element󰁓
σ∈Sn−2 a
(σ)
C Pσ generates a polynomial that is solely composed of the monomials in C.
6 Pure gauge degrees of freedom for the NMHV sector
Recall that a pure gauge numerator, called Ngauge in eq. (2.18), resides in the null space
of the propagator matrix and thus does not contribute to the amplitude. Equivalently,
the pure gauge terms should give zero when fed into some version of a double copy
formula. They must thus satisfy the local constraint
󰁛
β∈Sn−2
A(1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n)N
gauge(1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n) =
󰁛
i
ciBi ∼= 0 , (6.1)
where Bi are a set of independent BCJ relations and ci are some local kinematic coeffi-
cients. If we treat the partial amplitudes on the left hand side as formal objects, then
the above double copy formula indirectly suggests a local parametrization of the pure
gauge terms using the BCJ relations Bi.
This brings us to the central question that we will answer in this and the next
section: How do we classify and construct the pure gauge terms that can reside in
local numerators that respect color-kinematics duality? Specifically, can we count the
number of free parameters corresponding to pure gauge degrees of freedom, and how
does the count change when we impose stronger manifest crossing symmetries on the
numerators? A keyword of this section is “local”, as we are only interested in studying
numerators that are polynomials of the kinematic Lorentz invariants, and thus contain
no physical or spurious poles.
Due to our objective of finding local numerators, we need to distinguish between
independent BCJ relations belonging to the vector space over: polynomials in sij versus
rational functions in sij. Recall that in ref. [1], a complete solution to all BCJ relations
was constructed, which gave a basis of (n − 3)! partial amplitudes. Since the Kleiss-
Kuijf basis of partial amplitudes is of size (n − 2)! [138], one is justified to say that
there exist (n − 3)(n − 3)! = (n − 2)! − (n − 3)! independent BCJ relations. More
precisely the BCJ relations live in a (n− 3)(n− 3)!-dimensional vector space over the
rational functions in sij. This vector space is spanned by the explicit solution in ref. [1],
or alternatively, by the permutations of the simplest such relation at each multiplicity.
The latter were dubbed the “fundamental BCJ relations” [6], because of their ability to
span the full vector space.
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With eq. (6.1) in mind, it is important that we consider all BCJ relations that have
local coefficients, that is
󰁛
σ∈S2
aσ A(1, σ, n) = 0 , aσ ∈ Poly[sij] (6.2)
While it is still true that this set of local BCJ relations live in the (n − 3)(n − 3)!-
dimensional vector space over the rational functions in sij, it is not a useful character-
ization for identifying them. Instead we need to consider a basis of local BCJ relations
that spans a vector space over the polynomials in sij. This vector space has a larger
dimension than the corresponding vector space over the rational functions in sij. In
appendix A, we argue that the binary BCJ relations give such a basis for all linear-in-
sij BCJ relations, and its dimension is (n− 2)!
󰁓n−2
i=2 (n− i)−1 (the generalized Stirling
numbers). For BCJ relations with polynomial coefficients of higher degrees, there is as
of yet no established basis for a vector space over the polynomials.
The binary BCJ relations are important because they provide exactly the basis
needed for the local expansion (6.1) in the NMHV sector. With these at our disposal,
we can proceed as follows to simplify the construction of pure gauge numerators: pure
gauge terms are split according to the independent MEC sectors, and then kinematic
polynomials are constructed such that they are (1) composed only of monomials from
the MEC; (2) are invariant under the L operator action defined in eq. (5.6). We will
show that when those L-invariant polynomials are appropriately assembled and feed
into eq. (6.1) they will reassemble into a superposition of the binary BCJ relations, and
hence they correspond to pure gauge terms in the numerator, and will not contribute
to the amplitude.
This section will focus on numerators exhibiting Sn−2 crossing symmetry, and sub-
sequently we discuss imposing manifest Sn−1 and Sn crossing symmetry in the next
section. The case study is the NMHV sector of YM, where we have good control over
the building blocks, and we will only briefly touch on the N2MHV in the next section.
We remind the reader of the important result from ref. [122]: the MHV sector does not
contain any local generalized gauge freedom, and the local numerators of this sector
are thus unique.
6.1 Pure gauge terms and group algebra invariants
We start with proving that the following sum contains only pure gauge degrees of
freedom in the sense of eq. (6.1),




pσi ·Xσi(I) IL(i,...,n−1)(1, σ, n) , (6.3)
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where 2 󰃑 i 󰃑 n−2 and Xσi(I) =
󰁓
j<σi
pj. The summation is over all the permutations
whose inverse are in the shuffle {2, . . . , i− 1} {i, . . . , n− 1}. For example, at n = 5
eq. (6.3) gives
Ngauge[2,3,4](1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = p2·p1 IL(2,3,4)(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , (6.4a)
Ngauge[3,4] (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = p3·(p1 + p2) IL(3,4)(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) + p2·p1 IL(3,4)(1, 3, 2, 4, 5)
+ p2·p1 IL(3,4)(1, 4, 2, 3, 5) . (6.4b)
In particular, the second equation comes from summing over
σ−1 ∈ {2} {3, 4} =
󰀋
{2, 3, 4}, {3, 2, 4}, {3, 4, 2}
󰀌
, (6.5)
which implies that σ ∈
󰀋
{2, 3, 4}, {3, 2, 4}, {4, 2, 3}
󰀌
. The function IL(i,...,n−1)(1, σ, n) is
obtained from a permutation
IL(i,...,n−1)(1, σ, n) = Pσ ◦ IL(i,...,n−1) , (6.6)
where the canonically labeled object IL(i,...,n−1) is an eigenfunction, or group algebra
invariant, of the L operator. Specifically, we take it to be a kinematic polynomial
multilinear in the polarizations of the external states and of mass dimension (n−4),
and it solves the eigenfunction equation
1
n− iL(i, . . . , n− 1) ◦ IL(i,...,n−1) = IL(i,...,n−1) . (6.7)
Using the orthogonality relation (5.9), it is straightforward to see that any solution to
eq. (6.7) can be written as
IL(i,...,n−1) = L(i, . . . , n− 1) ◦m , (6.8)
where m is a generic kinematic monomial, which we take to be of mass dimension (n−4)
and multilinear in the polarizations.
Let us show that the numerator given by eq. (6.3), with the general solution (6.8),
indeed satisfies the pure gauge condition (6.1). We start with the definition (6.3) and
obtain the full DDM basis of numerators through permutations,
󰁛
β∈Sn−2











A(1, β, n) pβσi ·Xβσi(β) IL(i,...,n−1)(1, βσ, n) . (6.9)
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Using the form of L given in eq. (5.16), we have
IL(i,...,n−1)(1, βσ, n) = Pβσ ◦ L(i, . . . , n− 1) ◦m =
󰁛
γ∈K[i,...,n−1]
µ(γ) Pβσγ−1 ◦m . (6.10)





























Pβ ◦ B[i,...,n−1](1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n)
󰀆
(Pβ ◦m) (6.11)
To obtain the third line, we have again used the abbreviated form of B given in
eq. (5.16), and renamed the dummy variable σ−1 → σ. We see that eq. (6.11) in-
deed vanishes on-shell due to the binary BCJ relations B[i,...,n−1](1, 2, . . . , n−1, n) ∼= 0.
In principle, the above construction is not restricted to the NMHV sector, it should
apply more generally to pure gauge terms in any sector of YM. However, there is a
slight complication when going beyond NMHV since we do not yet have a complete
basis of local BCJ relations over non-linear polynomials. Nevertheless, if we restrict
our attention to the NMHV sector, one can argue that eq. (6.3) forms a complete
basis for the pure gauge terms in this sector. We have explicitly and independently
checked this statement up to seven points using a direct Ansatz construction of the
pure gauge numerator. Such a brute force calculation of pure gauge terms becomes
computationally intractable at eight points and beyond.
The argument that eq. (6.3) captures all NMHV pure gauge freedom goes as follows.
We defined the NMHV sector numerators to have at most one power of the pi·pj factors.
All such factors are explicit in eq. (6.3), and hence the invariant function IL cannot
contain such factors. This implies that when plugging in the numerators into the
pure-gauge constraint (6.1) the only BCJ relations that are expected to show up on
the right-hand side are those that have coefficients linear in pi·pj. Since we know the
complete basis of local BCJ relations linear in in pi·pj, namely the binary BCJ relations,
one can conclude that we have fully taken into account the local freedom associated
with the constraint (6.1).
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A caveat to this argument is that we do not yet have a mathematical proof that
the binary BCJ relations span the vector space of local BCJ relations with linear
coefficients. What we have checked up to multiplicity nine is that the binary BCJ
relations span the space of all currently known such BCJ relations. This includes all
permutations of the fundamental BCJ relations, and generalized BCJ relations [1, 5,
139]. The fact that the dimension of this basis happens to non-trivially coincide with
the generalized Stirling numbers, gives support to the presumption that the basis is
complete.
As our next step, we explore the basis structure of pure gauge terms in the NMHV
sector. One can consider a fixed monomial m which belongs to a certain MEC, and
then we count the number of independent L-invariant polynomials for this MEC.
6.2 Independent group algebra invariants
Given a MEC denoted by C, the group algebra invariants IL = L ◦ m, for different
L’s, will constitute a subset of the polynomial functions that can be built out of the
monomials m ∈ C. As discussed, L has right zero divisors, or, equivalently, L is a
projector. This implies that the number of independent IL should be equal to the rank
of L in the representation space C.
We start with a few examples. At n = 4, we consider L(2, 3) = I − P(23). We can















The subscripts of C indicate the number of particles and the dimension of the represen-
tation, respectively. Extra labels may be used to distinguish representations of the same
dimension, and a prime is used to signal the presence of tensors. The permutations

























= 1 . (6.14)
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It is clear that no invariant arises from C4,1, since L(2, 3) ◦ (ε2·ε3 ε1·ε4) = 0. And there
is one invariant each in C4,1′ and C4,2,
I(4,1
′)
L(2,3) = L(2, 3) ◦ ε̂4(ε1, ε2, ε3) = 2ε̂4(ε1, ε2, ε3) ,
I(4,2)L(2,3) = L(2, 3) ◦ (ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4) = ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4 − ε1·ε3 ε2·ε4 . (6.15)
Plugging them into eq. (6.3), we get two sets of independent pure gauge numerators,
󰀗
Ngauge(1, 2, 3, 4)




p1·p2 ε̂4(ε1, ε2, ε3)




Ngauge(1, 2, 3, 4)




p1·p2 (ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4 − ε1·ε3 ε2·ε4)
−p1·p3 (ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4 − ε1·ε3 ε2·ε4)
󰀘
. (6.16)
There are no other S2 crossing symmetric pure gauge degrees of freedom in the local
four-point numerators, with particles 1, 2, 3 being vectors. If we drop the unphysical
tensor, then there is only one degree of freedom, as is familiar from the literature [1].
For the simplicity of presentation, at n = 5, we restrict the explicit examples
to dimension-one monomials proportional to Lorentz contractions between ε1 and ε5
(including tensors). They fall into the following four MECs, which can be viewed as








󰀸 , C5,3a′ =
󰀵
󰀷
ε2·p1 ε̂5(ε1, ε3, ε4)
ε3·p1 ε̂5(ε1, ε2, ε4)

















ε2·p3 ε̂5(ε1, ε3, ε4)
ε2·p4 ε̂5(ε1, ε3, ε4)
ε3·p2 ε̂5(ε1, ε2, ε4)
ε3·p4 ε̂5(ε1, ε2, ε4)
ε4·p2 ε̂5(ε1, ε2, ε3)




We consider the invariants IL given by L(2, 3, 4) = I−P(23)−P(243)+P(24). The rank of



















= 2 . (6.18)
It turns out that all the other MECs also form three- or six-dimensional representations










= 2 for all the six-dimensional
ones. Additionally, we have to consider the invariants IL generated by L(3, 4). In
this case, the MECs will decompose into representations of S2 = {I,P(34)}, and the
calculation is identical to the n = 4 example.
To compute the rank of L operators systematically, we may start with the rank-











L(i1, i2, . . . , ir)
󰀆
. (6.19)
Recall that L/r is the idempotent operator, not L itself. Since the trace is a linear
operation, we can now more easily utilize the expansion of L in terms of permutations,
following eq. (5.15). The trace of a permutation σ in C equals the character χC of the








for all σ ∈ K(λ). Here λ is a
label for conjugacy classes of permutations groups, λ = (k1, k2, . . . , km), where m is the
number of cycles and ki is the length of the i-th cycle. For example, both σ=(12)(34)













. For low multiplicities, we can simply





























































Note that the identity I forms its own conjugacy class, and its trace gives the dimension
of the representation, Dim(C) = TrC[I]. In table 1, we give the rank of L(2, 3, 4, 5) in
some typical MECs at six points. The general formula for the rank of L will be derived
and presented in eq. (C.4).
6.3 Counting MECs
A remaining task is to find all the MECs to which the kinematic monomials belong.
For simplicity, in this section we will focus on the monomials without tensors,5 which
5This will complete the counting for pure gauge freedom in the NMHV sector of YM, for standard
vector states. Tensors are natural in our algebraic construction, and can be argued to be mathe-
matically interesting for understanding the wider structure of the kinematic algebra. But a complete
counting for tensor pure gauge freedom is less important.
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MEC Representative Dim(C) TrC[P(25)(34)] RankC[L]
C6,24 ε2·p4 ε3·p1 ε4·ε5 ε1·ε6 24 0 6
C6,12a ε2·p1 ε3·p2 ε4·ε5 ε1·ε6 12 0 3
C6,12a′ ε2·p1 ε3·p2 ε̂6(ε1, ε4, ε5) 12 0 3
C6,12b ε2·p5 ε3·p4ε4·ε5 ε1·ε6 12 4 2
C6,12b′ ε2·p5 ε3·p4 ε̂6(ε1, ε4, ε5) 12 −4 4
C6,6a ε2·p1 ε3·p1 ε4·ε5 ε1·ε6 6 2 1
C6,6a′ ε2·p1 ε3·p1 ε̂6(ε1, ε4, ε5) 6 −2 2
C6,4′ ε1·p2 ε2·p1 ε̂6(ε3, ε4, ε5) 4 0 1
Table 1: Examples of MECs at n = 6 and the rank of L(2, 3, 4, 5).
is a reasonable restriction since vectors are the physical states. Given a monomial m
that consists of ε·ε and ε·p factors, we can construct polynomials invariant under any
action of a finite group G,





Pσ ◦m . (6.21)
Considering the group G = Sn−2, the two monomials m and m′ belong to the same
MEC if and only if the quotient of the two polynomials RSn−2 ◦m and RSn−2 ◦m′ is a
constant. Thus the distinct invariants RSn−2 ◦ m are in one-to-one correspondence to
the MECs.
Let us refine the analysis by factorizing the monomial m as
m = m(εε)m(εp) , (6.22)
where, in the NMHV sector, m(εε) contains two powers of ε·ε and m(εp) has (n−4)
powers of ε·p. Based on the group action of Sn−2, we can recognize five classes that
m(εε) could belong to,
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
m(εε) εa·εb ε1·εn ε1·εa εb·εn εa·εb εc·εn ε1·εa εb·εc εa·εb εc·εd
Ginv S2×Sn−4 Sn−4 S2×Sn−5 S2×Sn−5 S2×S2×S2×Sn−6
, (6.23)
where a, b, c, d ∈ {2, . . . , n−1}. An individual monomial m(εε) ∈ Ci is associated with a
subgroup Ginvi ⊂ Sn−2 that leaves it invariant.6 For example, m(εε) = εa·εb ε1·εn ∈ C1 is
6More precisely, the subgroup that leaves m(εε) ∈ Ci invariant is isomorphic to Ginvi .
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invariant under the exchange P(ab) and the permutations of the remaining (n−4) labels,
thus Ginv1 = S2 × Sn−4.
The classes Ci are coarse-grained versions of the MECs, namely the classes will
split into MECs with no overlap. If we denote the number of MECs contained in Ci as
dCi , the total number of tensor-free MECs is
# MECs = dC1 + dC2 + dC3 + dC4 + dC5 . (6.24)
Let us now fine grain Ci into MECs by studying the action of Ginvi on m(εp). For a given







εil /∈ m(εε) and distinct,
jl /∈ {il, n} if il ∕= n , jl /∈ {1, n} if in = n
󰀬
. (6.25)
Since there are (n−2) choices for each pjl , m(εp) forms a (n−2)n−4-dimensional repre-
sentation space for Ginvi . The number of MECs contained in Ci equals the number of
distinct group algebra invariants under the action RGinvi ◦m







Here the trace is taken in the representation space (6.25), and Tr[Pσ] equals the number
of m(εp) monomials that are left invariant under the permutation Pσ. Next, we illustrate
the above general considerations with some examples.
Five points: From eq. (6.23), the nonempty classes are C1,2,3,4. We first choose the
typical m(εε) from each class, which determines Ginv and the m(εp) space,
C1 C2 C3 C4
m(εε) ε2·ε3 ε1·ε5 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε5 ε2·ε3 ε4·ε5 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4
































The representation matrices of Ginv are















































































Following eq. (6.26), we get
dC1 = 2 , dC2 = 3 , dC3 = 2 , dC4 = 2 . (6.29)
Therefore, there are in all nine MECs without tensors. We list them explicitly using
the notations established in section 6.2,
MEC Representitive MEC Representative
C1
C5,3a ε4·p1 ε2·ε3 ε1·ε5
C3
C5,3b ε1·p4 ε2·ε3 ε4·ε5
C5,6a ε4·p2 ε2·ε3 ε1·ε5 C5,6b ε1·p2 ε2·ε3 ε4·ε5
C2
C5,6c ε4·p1 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε5
C4
C5,3c ε5·p2 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4
C5,6d ε4·p2 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε5 C5,6f ε5·p3 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4
C5,6e ε4·p3 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε5
(6.30)
Note that both C5,3a and C5,6a have already appeared in eq. (6.17).
Six points: The m(εε) classes and invariant groups are given by
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5




{I,P(23)} {I,P(34)} {I,P(45)} 〈P(23),P(45),P(24)(35)〉
(6.31)
The Ginv for C5 is S2 × S2 × S2 and here we only give the generators of this group. For
each class the space of m(εp) is 16 dimensional. The number of MECs contained in each
m(εε) class Ci is
dC1 = 7 , dC2 = 10 , dC3 = 10 , dC4 = 10 , dC5 = 3 . (6.32)
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There are in all 40 tensor-free MECs. Here we sketch the calculation of dC1 . The
group under consideration is S2 × S2, which contains four permutations. According to
eq. (6.26), we need to find the traces of these four elements. An equivalent calculation
is to find the number of m(εp) monomials that are invariant under the action. For the
identity I the number is clearly 16, the dimension of the representation. There are four
invariant monomials for each of the other three permutations,
{ε2·p1 ε3·p1 , ε2·p4 ε3·p4 , ε2·p5 ε3·p5 , ε2·p3 ε3·p2} are invariant under P(23) ,
{ε2·p1 ε3·p1 , ε2·p1 ε3·p2 , ε2·p3 ε3·p1 , ε2·p3 ε3·p2} are invariant under P(45) , (6.33)
{ε2·p1 ε3·p1 , ε2·p3 ε3·p2 , ε2·p4 ε3·p5 , ε2·p5 ε3·p4} are invariant under P(23)(45) .










(16 + 4 + 4 + 4) = 7 . (6.34)
6.4 Example: NMHV pure gauge terms at five points
Eq. (6.19) and (6.26) together complete the counting of NMHV (tensor-free) pure gauge
freedom. Here we collect the results and present the full NMHV pure gauge freedom
at five points.
The relevant MECs are listed in eq. (6.30). Then according to eq. (6.4) and (6.6),
the pure gauge numerators can be generated by L(2, 3, 4) and L(3, 4),
Ngauge[2,3,4](1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = p2·p1 L(2, 3, 4) ◦m , (6.35a)
Ngauge[3,4] (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) =
󰀃
p3·p12 I+ p2·p1 P(23) + p2·p1 P(243)
󰀄
◦ L(3, 4) ◦m . (6.35b)
The ranks of these two operators are computed from eq. (6.19). We find that
RankC5,3 [L(2, 3, 4)] = 1 , RankC5,3 [L(3, 4)] = 1 ,
RankC5,6 [L(2, 3, 4)] = 2 , RankC5,6 [L(3, 4)] = 3 . (6.36)
Namely, at five points the rank of L only depends on the dimension of the MEC. There
are 15 degrees of freedom associated with L(2, 3, 4), which can be obtained by acting
eq. (6.35a) onto the following monomials,














ε3·p2 ε1·ε2 ε4·ε5 ε3·p4 ε1·ε2 ε4·ε5 ε5·p4 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4
. (6.37)
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There are 21 degrees of freedom associated with L(3, 4), which can be obtained by
acting eq. (6.35b) onto the following monomials,







ε3·p2 ε1·ε5 ε2·ε4 ε1·p3 ε2·ε3 ε4·ε5 ε3·p1 ε1·ε2 ε4·ε5







ε3·p2 ε1·ε2 ε4·ε5 ε3·p4 ε1·ε2 ε4·ε5 ε5·p4 ε1·ε2 ε3·ε4
ε3·p4 ε1·ε4 ε2·ε5 ε3·p2 ε1·ε4 ε2·ε5 ε5·p4 ε1·ε3 ε2·ε4
. (6.38)
Adding up the numbers, we find that the pure gauge freedom in the NMHV sector is
15 + 21 = 36.
7 Pure gauge for Sn−1 and Sn crossing symmetric numerators
Assuming that we have obtained pure gauge BCJ numerators with Sn−2 crossing sym-
metry, can we enhance their properties? Indeed, we want to further constrain the
numerators so that they can be interpreted as originating from a standard quantum-
field-theory framework that manifestly preserves crossing symmetry. For example, a
Berends-Giele recursion that solves the field equations perturbatively will have manifest
Sn−1 crossing symmetry. And a calculation using Feynman rules from a Lagrangian
will have manifest Sn crossing symmetry. We will start by imposing Sn−1 crossing
symmetry.
First we discuss what symmetries are missing for numerators N(1, σ2, . . . , σn−1, n)
that only exhibit Sn−2 crossing symmetry, then we will find a simple way to implement
the constraints. Any permutation of legs 2, . . . , n− 1 is a simple relabeling of the Sn−2
symmetric numerators. However, if we permute 1 with any of the labels 2, . . . , n − 1,
it is not clear that the resulting expression can be expanded in the (n− 2)! DDM basis
of numerators. Hence, once should impose this using the following n − 2 constraint
equations:
N(2, 1, . . . , n− 1, n) = −N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) ,
N(2, 3, 1 . . . , n− 1, n) = −N(1, [2, 3], . . . , n− 1, n) , (7.1)
N(2, 3, 4, 1 . . . , n− 1, n) = −N(1, [[2, 3], 4] . . . , n− 1, n) ,
...
N(2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , n− 1, 1, n) = −N(1, [. . . [[[2, 3], 4], 5], . . .], n− 1], n) .
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The solution to these equations will give numerators that manifest Sn−1 crossing sym-
metry.
It turns out that there is a simple way of solving the above crossing equations,
which recycles the same group algebra ideas used for the Sn−2 symmetric numerators.
Imposing the Sn−1 crossing symmetry is equivalent to requiring the numerators be
invariant under projection by L,
1
n− 1L(1, 2, . . . , n− 1) ◦N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) = N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) . (7.2)
According to eq. (5.9), the solution to eq. (7.2) is
N(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) = L(1, 2, . . . , n− 1) ◦N (1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) . (7.3)
Therefore, the pure gauge terms with Sn−1 crossing symmetry can be constructed
from those of the Sn−2 symmetric pre-numerators by applying the nested commutator
L(1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1). At this point we note that since we are talking about pure gauge
terms, which have no physical content, the distinction between an Sn−2 symmetric
numerator or pre-numerator is totally insignificant. Indeed, one can identify the pure-
gauge pre-numerator with an Sn−2 symmetric pure gauge numerator




(1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n) , (7.4)
where the normalization factor is unimportant since an overall scale does not matter,
but it is there to maintain consistency with previous equations. Nevertheless, let us
continue the discussion using the pre-numerator, with the mental note that we can
make the identification N gauge ∼ NgaugeSn−2 when discussing pure gauge terms.
Recycling the result in eq. (6.3) we can write the most generic pure gauge pre-
numerator in the NMHV sector,








L(i,...,n−1)(1, σ, n) . (7.5)
As before, we will only consider numerators where all external legs are physical vectors.
We can use the same method given in section 6 to construct the invariant function
IpreL . Since now the desired crossing symmetry is Sn−1, we should include εn·p1 as an
additional independent variable for kinematic monomials.
When projecting pre-numerators into numerators, independent building blocks for
pre-numerators may live in the null space of L(1, 2, . . . , n−1), which will lead to an
overcounting of the degrees of freedom. We observe that out of the MECs constructed
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in section 6.3, only those involving ε1·εn and εn·p1 are independent. This can be
understood by noticing that other εi·εn and εn·pi can be generated by the nested com-
mutator L(1, 2, . . . , n−1). When on-shell identities are imposed, there are additional
linear combinations involving IpreL(i,...,n−1) with different i’s that live in the null space of
L(1, 2, . . . , n−1). Before giving some examples, we note that the above statements are
supported by explicit computations up to seven points.
Four points: The only MEC that satisfy the additional requirement that εn only




. This term lives in the null space of L(2, 3)
as stated in section 6.2. Thus there are no Sn−1 crossing symmetric pure gauge degrees
of freedom at four points.
Five points: The pure gauge pre-numerators are given by
N gauge(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = N gauge[2,3,4](1, 2, 3, 4, 5) +N
gauge
[3,4] (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) , (7.6)
where
N gauge[2,3,4](1, 2, 3, 4, 5) = p2·p1 L(2, 3, 4) ◦m , (7.7a)
N gauge[3,4] (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) =
󰀅
p3·(p1 + p2) I+ p2·p1 P(23) + p2·p1 P(243)
󰀆
◦ L(3, 4) ◦m . (7.7b)
To find the independent monomials, we start with the m(εε) classes as in section 6.3.
Out of the four classes shown in eq. (6.27), the new requirement that ε5 can only be
contracted with ε1 or p1 leaves us with only C1 and C4. The C1 class contains two MECs
C5,3a and C5,6a as before. They together contribute 7 degrees of freedom as given in
eq. (6.37) and (6.38). We repeat the independent monomials associated with L(2, 3, 4)
and L(3, 4) below for convenience,
L(2, 3, 4) L(3, 4)








Now the C4 class only contains one MEC since ε5 can only be contracted with p1. The









which contributes one independent monomial mC4 = ε1·ε3 ε2·ε4 ε5·p1 for both L(2, 3, 4)
and L(3, 4) if we follow section 6.2. We plug this mC4 into eq. (7.7) and get two pure
gauge pre-numerators N (C4)[2,3,4] and N
(C4)
[3,4] . When on-shell identities are imposed, we can
show that the sum N (C4)[2,3,4] +N
(C4)
[3,4] is in the null space of L(1, 2, 3, 4),
L(1, 2, 3, 4) ◦
󰁫
N (C4)[2,3,4](1, 2, 3, 4, 5) +N
(C4)
[3,4] (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
󰁬
∼= 0 . (7.10)
In particular, the relevant on-shell identities are
ε5·(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) = 0 , p3·p4 = −p1·p2 − p1·p3 − p1·p4 − p2·p3 − p2·p4 . (7.11)
Therefore, the independent degrees of freedom is 7+1=8, and the independent mono-
mials are given by eq. (7.8) and mC4 .
Six points: We again start with the pure gauge degrees of freedom in eq. (7.5). The
allowed m(εε) classes at six points are C1, C4 and C5 in eq. (6.31). In all they contain
11 independent MECs,
Class Dim(C) Representative Class Dim(C) Representative
C1
6 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p1 ε3·p1
C4
12 ε1·ε5 ε3·ε4 ε2·p1 ε6·p1
6 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p3 ε3·p2 12 ε1·ε5 ε3·ε4 ε2·p5 ε6·p1
12 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p1 ε3·p2 24 ε1·ε5 ε3·ε4 ε2·p3 ε6·p1
24 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p4 ε3·p1 C5 12 ε2·ε3 ε4·ε5 ε1·p2 ε6·p1
24 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p4 ε3·p2
12 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p5 ε3·p4
12 ε1·ε6 ε4·ε5 ε2·p4 ε3·p4
(7.12)
To get the total number of degrees of freedom, we first sum over the ranks of L(2, 3, 4, 5),
L(3, 4, 5) and L(4, 5) in these MECs,
C1 C4 C5
Dim(C) 6 6 12 24 24 12 12 12 12 24 12
Rank
L(2, 3, 4, 5) 1 1 3 6 6 2 3 3 3 6 3
L(3, 4, 5) 2 2 4 8 8 4 4 4 4 8 4
L(4, 5) 2 2 5 12 12 6 5 5 5 12 5
gauge d.o.f 5 5 12 26 26 12 12 12 12 26 12
(7.13)
Summing over the last row, we get 160 independent degrees of freedom in eq. (7.5).
When converting to numerators using L(1, 2, 3, 4, 5), we find 12 of those originated
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from C4 and C5 live in the null space of L(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) after imposing on-shell identi-
ties. Therefore, the final pure gauge degrees of freedom for Sn−1 crossing symmetric
numerators at n=6 is 148.
The same calculational steps can be repeated for n=7, however we refrain from
spelling out the details as they are more involved at this mutiplicity. The result of the
calculation is that the 16583 gauge degrees of freedom for Sn−2 will get reduced down
to 2734 in the Sn−1 crossing symmetric numerator. This concludes the discussion on
Sn−1 symmetry.
Full crossing symmetry: In order to obtain Sn crossing symmetry, we need to
impose further equations that involve permutations of leg n with any one of the labels
1, . . . , n− 1. Naively, it appears that this requires imposing a total of n− 1 equations.
However, one can show that there is one equation that is both necessary and sufficient,
it is the reversal symmetry of the numerator
N(1, 2, 3, . . . , n− 1, n) = (−1)nN(n, n− 1, . . . , 3, 2, 1) . (7.14)
It is clearly a necessary equation to impose as it is a standard symmetry of a crossing-
symmetric Feynman diagram. But it is also a sufficient constraint since when the Sn−1
equations (7.1) are imposed it follows that crossing symmetries related to permuting
1 ↔ j ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} hold, and the reversal symmetry promotes this to crossing
symmetries n ↔ j ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}. And the n ↔ 1 swap is part of the reversal
symmetry itself. Since imposing Sn crossing symmetry only involves one relatively
simple constraint, eq. (7.14), we solve this by direct calculation using the explicitly
computed Sn−1 symmetric numerators. The results are given in the tables below.
Finally, we can collect the data of the Sn−2, Sn−1 and Sn crossing symmetric pure
gauge BCJ numerators in a table. By calculations up to multiplicity n = 7, we find
that the number of free parameters (degrees of freedom) in the NMHV sector of YM
are the following:
crossing symmetry
Total d.o.f. Ngauge ∼ (ε·ε)2(p·p)
󰁔
ε·p
n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7
Sn−2 1 36 760 16583
Sn−1 0 8 148 2734
Sn 0 1 25 381
(7.15)
We remind the reader that by the NMHV sector of YM, we mean all terms in the D-
dimensional BCJ numerator that contains exactly two powers of εi·εj or equivalently
one power of pi·pj. Such terms are necessary for computing NMHV amplitudes. We
also remind the reader that for terms that have no pi·pj factors, or equivalently have
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exactly one εi·εj factor, the corresponding BCJ numerator is unique to any multiplicity,
and exhibit full Sn crossing symmetry. Such terms belong to the MHV sector of YM,
see discussion around eq. (3.1) for further clarification.
For completeness, we also considered similar calculations of pure gauge BCJ nu-
merators of the N2MHV sector of YM. The methods used are less powerful because we
do not yet have access to a complete basis of local BCJ amplitude relations quadratic
in sij, analogous to the binary BCJ relations that form a basis of local relations linear
in sij. Nevertheless, one can with some brute force computational effort sidestep this
difficultly, and recycle the efficient MEC decomposition for the N2MHV sector. We
will not give the details of this calculation as it is less streamlined, but the conclusion
is that we extracted the number of free parameters in the pure gauge BCJ numerator
up to seven points. The freedom starts at six points, where the N2MHV sector first










Recall, the N2MHV sector contains terms that are cubic in εi·εj or equivalently quadratic
in pi·pj. It is interesting that we can now compare to a result in ref. [8], where inter-
action terms of a self-BCJ Lagrangian were constructed up to six points, and 30 free
parameters were observed. This number exactly matches 25 + 5, which are the fully
crossing-symmetric degrees of freedom found in the above tables for the n = 6 NMHV
and N2MHV sector, respectively.
8 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we presented an algebraic framework that generates BCJ numerators of
pure YM theory through the NMHV sector; that is, all the terms in the D-dimensional
numerators that contain at most two powers of εi·εj. A useful steppingstone is the
introduction of pre-numerators, from which one obtains the kinematic numerator of
any cubic graph by acting with a nested commutator. The kinematic numerators con-
structed this way enjoy a manifest Sn−1 crossing symmetry, and automatically satisfy
the color-kinematics duality. The non-trivial step in this construction is to work out the
details of the the fusion products between vector and tensor currents, which are used
for computing the NMHV sector pre-numerators. While there exists some freedom in
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the definition of the NMHV sector fusion products, our construction guides us towards
fusion products that permits an all-multiplicity closed formula for the pre-numerators.
While we have obtained a formulation of the kinematic algebra that describes the
NMHV sector of YM numerators, much work remains to be done to fully elucidate the
kinematic Lie algebra underlying the color-kinematics duality. Better understanding
of the generators of the algebra is warranted, and how they act on each other through
fusion products. We use formal objects as generators, the vector and tensor currents,
and the fusion products contain the non-trivial information of the kinematic algebra.
This is quite analogous to a formal expansion of the operator product in a current
algebra [142], or to the formal expansion of the YM field equations through a Berends-
Giele current [143]. Indeed, the origins of our construction are motivated by such
analogies, and thus any similarities may not be accidental. For example, in appendix D,
we use similar vector and tensor currents to formulate a complete set of cubic Feynman
rules of pure YM. Such fusion rules are useful for explicit calculations, but Jacobi
identities necessary for a kinematic Lie algebra are absent in this example.
The complete kinematic algebra for YM should be an infinite-dimensional version
of a Lie algebra. Assuming its existence, it can be realized either by finding a full set of
Lie brackets that obey Jacobi identities, or by finding a full set of generators that can be
abstractly multiplied, similar to a matrix product, which give an enveloping algebra.
The latter approach is what we attempted to emulate through the fusion product
of tensor current generators, and the pre-numerator corresponds to an object in the
enveloping algebra. Either of theses approaches would give BCJ numerators which
enjoy manifest Sn−1 crossing symmetry, whereas to guarantee manifest Sn crossing
symmetry a Lagrangian approach using auxiliary fields is perhaps more optimal.
It is an open and difficult problem to realize the complete kinematic Lie algebra
using the above mentioned approaches. In our framework, further progress requires
working out more general fusion products for vectors and (higher-rank) tensors. For
example, the fusion product Jεi 󰂏Jεj⊗εk⊗εr has not yet been defined, since all our fusion
rules involved a vector current in the rightmost argument of the product. Such an
additional fusion product should in principle not alter the NMHV sector numerators,
but for the consistency and closure of the algebra, we need to know every possible
fusion product. For approaching the Nk󰃍1MHV sectors, higher-rank tensor currents
and associated fusion products need to be worked out. A problem one encounters in
these sectors is that the corresponding gauge-invariant amplitudes are at increasingly
high multiplicity, thus it is practically difficult to constrain the algebra using amplitude
calculations.
Taking it one step further, it might be wise to realize the kinematic algebra at the
Lagrangian level. The vector and tensor currents are then promoted to quantum fields
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and the fusion products may be mapped to interactions. This Lagrangian approach
was first attempted in refs. [8, 125], but an NMHV sector Lagrangian would likely
be similar to an extension of the Cheung-Shen Lagrangian for the MHV sector [24].
Another natural direction would be to explore if the NMHV sector tensor currents
and fusion products can be represented by derivative operators acting in some function
space, which would endow the kinematic algebra with an explicit representation. This
is precisely what was achieved by Monteiro and O’Connell for self-dual YM [118], and
the simplicity of their generators provides some hope that also the vector and tensor
currents of the NMHV sector might admit simple representations. The details of the
fusion rules may be different in an explicit generator representation, but the general
structure that we have found should likely be preserved.
Of course, there are many other possible approaches for obtaining mathematical
structures that one may rightly call a kinematic algebra for YM. There are promising
work involving Berends-Giele currents in so-called “BCJ gauge” [144, 145], which po-
tentially may have common ground with the current approach. Similar mathematical
studies relying on recursive or infinite-algebraic approaches includes the refs. [146–150].
Recently, there are several mathematically-advanced attempts to understand the color-
kinematics duality and the double copy through BRST symmetry at the Lagrangian
level [151–155]; see also recent work on diffeomorphisms [156, 157]. Indeed, it has
been known for some time that gauge and diffeomorphism symmetries should be key
ingredients of a kinematic algebra [1, 2, 118, 135, 158].
In the second part of this paper, we perform a thorough mathematical analysis of
the generalized gauge freedom of the BCJ numerators. Interestingly, we find that the
commutator structure of the kinematic algebra implies that powerful group-algebraic
methods can be used to characterize the freedom. Conversely, we expect that a refined
understanding of the pure gauge freedom should give new insights to the kinematic
algebra formulation. In section 6, we propose that the pure gauge degrees of freedom
in the entire NMHV sector, with Sn−2 crossing symmetric DDM basis numerators,
can be characterized by kinematic polynomials that are group-algebra invariants over
the permutation group. Specifically, they are invariants of the L operators defined in
eq. (5.6), which generate left nested commutators, closely resembling the half-ladder
graph structure of the DDM basis.
Our method, based on finite-group representation theory, is fully constructive and
does not involve building any ansatz for the pure gauge NMHV numerators. We have
explicitly checked, by comparing to brute-force calculations up to seven points, that
our method give a complete parametrization of the local pure gauge freedom in the
Sn−2 crossing symmetric numerators. As part of this work, we note that the previously
introduced binary BCJ relations [122] have a direct connection to the L operators. At
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general multiplicity, the completeness of our construction is equivalent to proving that
the binary BCJ relations form a complete basis for local BCJ relations with polynomial
coefficients that are linear in the Mandelstam variables. A completeness proof of the
binary BCJ relations is beyond the scope of this paper, but we have explicitly checked
up to nine points that all known such BCJ relations are reproduced, and that the basis
size correspond to the generalized Stirling numbers.
By direct generalization of the above construction to the NMHV pre-numerator, we
obtain pure-gauge BCJ numerators with manifest Sn−1 crossing symmetry. The result
gives a complete but redundant parametrization of the pure-gauge numerators, as the
L operators give a null space that makes certain parameter combinations redundant.
However, the redundancy can be straightforwardly removed. We explicitly count the
independent degrees of freedom up to seven points. As a final step, we construct the Sn
crossing symmetric pure gauge numerators, which we note are obtained by imposing
a reversal symmetry of the half-ladder numerators with Sn−1 crossing symmetry. The
freedom found here will directly correspond to freedom in the Lagrangian formulation
of the kinematic algebra.
We also count the pure gauge terms in the N2MHV sector up to seven points.
However, the calculation is performed partially by brute force, as the more powerful
methods introduced are currently incomplete beyond the NMHV sector. As mentioned,
the completeness of the L-invariant polynomials relies on the completeness of the binary
BCJ relations. We have checked that the binary BCJ relations alone do not form a com-
plete basis for all the local BCJ relations with non-linear polynomials of Mandelstam
variables. Thus, it is an interesting open problem to find such a complete set of local
BCJ relations, needed for constructing the pure gauge terms in a general Nk󰃍2MHV
sector. We note that the L operator, which acts as a nested commutator, is an inter-
esting idempotent operator well known in the literature on free Lie algebras [137]. In
the literature related to color-kinematics duality, very similar mathematical structures
were considered in refs. [159, 160]. The central role of L for constructing the NMHV
pure gauge terms is an invitation to further explore these topics.
Finally, we note that it is desirable to generalize the kinematic algebra construction
of this paper, by including fundamental matter coupled to YM. This is a natural setting
where the pre-numerator can be promoted to a BCJ numerator for a fermion or scalar
diagram. Considering the matter amplitudes directly should simplify certain steps, as
such numerators are less sensitive to gauge ambiguities [13, 15, 161]. This is also an
interesting avenue as it directly connects with recent effort to simplify the construction
of gravitational amplitudes, via the double copy or by other means, for describing black-
hole scattering, and associated effective potential calculations and gravitational wave
emission [98–108, 162]. Considering numerators for massive matter is of direct relevance
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for connections to heavy-mass effective theory [20–22, 116, 163, 164]. In parallel work
to this paper [161], a novel double-copy prescription for heavy-mass effective theory is
obtained, where the BCJ numerators are constructed from generalizations of the tensor
currents and fusion products. Interestingly, the BCJ numerators constructed this way
are unique and gauge invariant, which suggests that they should be helpful for further
detailed studies of the kinematic algebra.
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A Independent local BCJ relations
In this appendix, we study linear algebraic relations among binary BCJ relations, and
argue that they span the vector space of local BCJ relations that are linear in Mandel-
stam variables sij.
A binary BCJ relation, B, is characterized by the length of the nested commutators,
which can range from 2 to n−2. For a fixed length, we can always write down (n−2)!
such binary BCJ relations, labeled by β ∈ Sn−2, see eq. (5.17). Thus the binary BCJ
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B[βi,...,βn−1](1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n)
󰀏󰀏󰀏 β ∈ Sn−2
󰁲
. (A.1)
However, for a fixed i, these relations are not independent. There exist the following
relations among the B’s, with constant unit coefficients,
󰁛
σ∈{βn−1} {βi,...,βn−2}
B[σβi ,...,σβn−1 ](1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n) = 0 . (A.2)
We have explicitly checked up to nine points that there are no other relations among
the B’s which involve linear combinations of them with constant coefficients. That
is, as a vector space over the rational (constant) numbers, which is a subspace of the
corresponding vector space over sij-polynomials, there are no further relations among
the B’s. While there should exist further relations involving sij-dependent coefficients,
this does not change the counting of independent B’s since in order to make use of
them one needs to divide by sij factors, and this operation is not allowed in the vector
space over polynomials that we are considering.
We can use eq. (A.2) to fix βn−1 to be the largest label among {βi, . . . , βn−1}. Thus




B[βi,...,βn−1](1, β2, . . . , βn−1, n)
󰀏󰀏󰀏 βℓ < βn−1 for i 󰃑 ℓ 󰃑 n− 2
󰁲
. (A.3)
From this restriction we can directly read off the dimension of the independent basis,








n− i , (A.4)
To be explicit, we list the dimension of the binary BCJ basis up to nine points:
n 4 5 6 7 8 9
dimension 1 5 26 154 1044 8028 (A.5)
Of course, we cannot be satisfied by knowing that we have found a basis of binary
BCJ relations. We want the basis for any kind of BCJ relation involving coefficients
linear in sij variables. For example, the fundamental BCJ relations are precisely of
7See http://oeis.org/A001705.
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this type. If we generate the full set of Sn permutations of a given fundamental BCJ
relation, we have explicitly checked up to n = 9 that they together span a vector space
over rational numbers which has dimension:
n 4 5 6 7 8 9
dimension 1 5 26 154 939 6453 (A.6)
As is obvious from this count, this number is smaller than the dimension of the binary
BCJ relations starting at multiplicity n = 8. Thus the fundamental BCJ relations do
not span the vector space of all local BCJ relations (however, they still span the BCJ
relation vector space over non-local sij-functions).
We have checked up to n = 9 that our binary BCJ relations, and the more familiar
generalized BCJ relations [1, 5, 139], span the same vector space over polynomials,
with the dimensions given in (A.5). Indeed, there exists a closed formula that express
a binary BCJ relation through the generalized BCJ relations [122], but the inverse map
is not known. A direct construction of the independent basis for the generalized BCJ
relations appears to be quite non-trivial, however under the assumption that they span
the same space, the binary BCJ relations provides an easier linear space to work with.
B More on fusion products
To obtain the bi-scalar sector numerators from the pre-numerators given in section 4,
one first needs to convert pre-numerators into kinematic numerators following the pre-
scription (2.13) and then take the terms proportional to ε1·εn. The bi-scalar sector
is defined [122] to be the terms in the YM numerator that are proportional to ε1·εn.
One may note that the bi-scalar numerators, as obtained from the closed formula in
section 4, do not precisely match those given in ref. [122]. Instead, they are equiva-
lent after taking into account a generalized gauge transformation. This is somewhat
curious, since we have already pointed out in section 4 that the N (1)V and N
(2)
T given
in eq. (4.4) combine exactly into the same form of the bi-scalar numerator as given
in [122]. Intuitively, it should be possible to put our pre-numerator in a different gauge
such that the terms proportional to ε1·εn agree exactly with the bi-scalar numerator.
In this appendix, we show that the above consideration can indeed be realized by
choosing a different value for the free parameter x0, which was fixed to x0 = 14 in
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section 3.3. We first give the fusion rules involving vector currents with generic x0,







J (1)pi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(1)
pi







J (2)εi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
εi




J (2)pi (p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
pi
(p+pj) + εj·piJ (2)pj (p+pj). (B.1)
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(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
pi⊗εi1⊗εi2






































(p) 󰂏 Jεj(pj) = εj·pJ
(2)
pi⊗εi1⊗εi2








while the other tensors follow the same fusion rules as in section 3.3.
The above fusion rules will lead to an x0 dependence in the pre-numerator,
















V (x0) , (B.6)
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where N (1)V , N
(2)

























The action of Qn only generates εn·pi terms, so that they do not contribute to the
bi-scalar sector. The first bracket of N (2)V contains εn·pi terms only, and thus does not
contribute to the bi-scalar sector either. On the other hand, the second bracket of
N (2)V contains εi·εn terms, which will generate ε1·εn terms under the action of nested
commutators. This is the reason that for generic x0, we need to turn the pre-numerators
into kinematic numerators before restricting to the bi-scalar sector. However, if we pick
x0 = 1, the second bracket of N (2)V vanishes, such that we can obtain the bi-scalar sector
numerator by directly taking the terms proportional to ε1·εn in the pre-numerator (B.6).
The result is




= N (1)V +N
(2)
T , (B.8)
which exactly agrees with the numerator given in [122]. Note that x0 = 1 is a singular
gauge choice. We cannot impose it in the fusion products (B.1), but only in the pre-
numerator (B.6).
C The rank of L-operators
In this appendix, we derive the general formula for the rank of the L-operator. As
mentioned in eq. (6.19), due to a rank-trace relation of idempotent operators, the rank
of L is proportional to the trace of L. We first formally write L as a sum of conjugacy
classes K(λ) and the permutations therein, with coefficient eσ,
RankC
󰀅



































for all σ ∈ K(λ). Next, for











where p is an integer that divides n and µ(p) is the Möbius function.8 Here pn/p
denotes the conjugacy class in which the permutations all have n/p cycles with the
same length p,
pn/p ≡ (p, p, . . . , p󰁿 󰁾󰁽 󰂀
n/p
) . (C.3)
For example, at n=4, the permutation σ = (12)(34) belongs to K(24/2) ≡ K(2, 2).
Similarly, at n = 6, the permutation σ = (134)(256) belongs to K(36/3) ≡ K(3, 3). In
other words, the sum is potentially nonzero only for these conjugacy classes. Plugging
eq. (C.2) back to eq. (C.1), we get our final result
RankC
󰀅












where the summation is over those p that divides n, with 1 and n itself included. Now
we consider some special cases that further simplify the above formula. For n being
a prime number, the only divisors are 1 and n itself, such that eq. (C.2) is nonzero
only for K(λ) = K(n) and the identity. Since µ(n) = −1 for all the prime numbers and
µ(1) = 1, we have
RankC
󰀅










for prime n . (C.5)
Next, we consider the case that n = rm where r is a prime number. All the divisors
of n have the form p = rq with 0 󰃑 q 󰃑 m. On the other hand, all the p = rq with
2 󰃑 q 󰃑 m contains a squared prime factor r2, such that µ(p) = 0. Therefore, the only
nonzero contribution comes from µ(1) = 1 and µ(r) = −1, which leads to
RankC
󰀅




















K(r, r, . . . , r󰁿 󰁾󰁽 󰂀
rm−1
)
󰀆󰀔 for n = rm
and prime r
. (C.6)
The examples in eq. (6.20) include both these special cases. For n 󰃑 100, eq. (C.4)
gives at most eight terms.
8For an integer p, µ(p) = 0 if p contains a squared prime factor. Otherwise, µ(p) = 1 if p contains
an even number of prime factors and µ(p) = −1 if p contains an odd number of prime factors.
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D YM Feynman rules as fusion products
To compute a cubic-graph YM numerator, NΓ in eq. (2.13), a standard approach is to
first use Feynman rules and then resolve the quartic contact vertices into cubic ones
by spurious propagator insertions. However, the numerator obtained this way does
not satisfy the color-kinematics duality beyond four points. The same cubic-graph
numerators can be computed from repeated use of fusion products, following much of
the framework used in this paper. We represent every edge of the graph Γ by some
combination of a vector and a tensor current. In particular, every external leg i in Γ is
assigned a vector current Jεi(pi), and the internal currents are generated by the fusion
rules. The commutator brackets in the graph Γ are replaced by fusion products that
obey the rules



























Jεi⊗εj⊗pL(pL) ⋄ Jεi⊗εj⊗pR(pR) = 0 , (D.1)
where pL and pR are the momenta of the two incident legs, and pLR = pL+pR is the
momentum of the outgoing leg. Only one vector Jεi and one tensor Jεi⊗εj⊗p are needed




and not an independent current. Similar to a commutator [A,B], this fusion
product is antisymmetric in its two arguments and not associative, however, unlike a
commutator it does not obey a Jacobi identity.
Finally, the numerator NΓ is given by the standard sandwich between spinors de-
fined in eq. (2.7) and (2.6),




where J [Γ] is the resulting object after replacing external particles with vector currents,
and commutators with fusion products. For example, the s- and t-channel numerator
at four points are given by
Ns = 〈q|
󰀃





, Nt = 〈q|
󰀃







This process is analogous to a local version of Berends-Giele recursion, which involves
the vector field Aµ and an auxiliary tensor field Bµνρ, where the latter is responsible
for removing the quartic vertex of YM. The vector and tensor currents are thus in
one-to-one correspondence with these fields.
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